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How to read research about charter 
schools’ impacts on pupils’ achievement
by steve thomas

Since it was announced that the Government will be introducing charter schools—to be known in New 

 Zealand as “Partnership Schools,” or Kura Hourua—there has been a lot of debate about whether or 

not overseas charter schools have been successful.1 Different people seem to reach drastically different 

conclusions, all claiming “research says.” How is it that this body of research seemingly points to such 

different conclusions?

There are two main reasons. Firstly, “charter schools” is an incredibly broad term, implying different things 

in different places.2 Secondly, there is a wide range in the quality of evaluative research that has been done 

on this diverse range of charter schools.3

This note aims to help you dig through the range of charter school research to get a sense of how to judge 

the findings on charter schools that are emerging. It does so by summarising advice that leading educational 

and social science researchers have given about how to identify, read and understand high quality charter 

school research.

How can we tell which charter school research is high quality?

It is difficult to assess charter schools’ performance. The task set to researchers is to find ways of estimating 

something that never happened: how well individual pupils, or groups of pupils, would have performed 

had they attended a school different to the one they actually did.4 You can look to basic statistics like test 

results to measure pupil achievement at the end of a school year, but to get the best indication of how well 

pupils are doing in a charter school, you need to be able to assess over time whether or not the performance 

of a child attending a charter school has improved more or less than it would have had that child stayed 

at a regular state school. In addition, you must be able to determine that any of the changes—positive or 

negative—that you see in a pupil’s achievement were more likely to have been caused by his/her attendance 

at a charter school than any other reason.5 The best research on charter schools is, therefore, that which can 

both reasonably determine causality and offer comparisons.

Leading educational researchers, and social scientists more generally, think the strongest methods for 

determining causality in charter school research are those that use fully-experimental “lottery” techniques 

which:6

• statistically control for pupils’ background characteristics;

• statistically control for non-observable pupil characteristics—like parental involvement—that could 

influence charter schools’ impacts on pupils; and/or

• sample a large population over a period of time.



Lottery studies are considered the strongest method because they involve examining the growth in test 

scores for pupils who are randomly assigned to charter schools from a ballot compared with those who 

missed out and had to attend regular state schools.7 The chief advantage of lottery studies is that they 

compare pupils who are randomly assigned to charter schools and regular state schools from the same pool 

of families who are most likely to share the same, sometimes unobservable, hard-to-measure background 

characteristics, like parents’ motivation for getting their children into a good school or the quality of the 

home environment.8 A good counterfactual group is thus created because the only substantial statistical 

difference between the pupils is whether or not they won the lottery to attend a charter school. This is why 

fully experimental lottery studies are often said to be the “gold standard” in educational and social science 

research.9

Lottery studies are not free from limitations, however. They are limited to localities where there are more 

applicants than places at charter schools, so they only enable researchers to examine a specific, usually 

smaller-scale population.10 The schools that are subject to a lottery are the popular ones with pupil waiting 

lists, which means they may not be typical of most charter schools. Moreover, when interpreting lottery 

study results one should be aware of the bias that is generated as only those pupils who applied to attend 

a charter school are included in the sample. In other words, while the test and control groups might be 

statistically equivalent, the lotteried-in pupils’ characteristics are likely to be different from those of the 

general population, so the results may not be relevant to pupils besides those who attended or wished to 

attend charter schools. These issues mean it is difficult to make generalisations from the findings of lottery 

studies.

There are other kinds of studies, too, that are not as high quality as lottery studies because they are only 

quasi-experimental “observational studies.” They may employ some of the controls which high quality fully 

experimental studies use, but their participants are not randomly assigned to the test and control groups. 

Nevertheless, they still make it possible to compare charter school pupils with equivalent pupils from regular 

state schools. Quasi-experimental studies generally make these comparisons through using two sorts of 

methods, by comparing:11

1. individual charter school pupils’ test scores before and after attending a charter school to see whether 

or not their learning rates were different to pupils in regular state schools; or

2. charter school pupils’ test scores with pupils in regular state schools, matched according to various 

background characteristics, such as income level, ethnic background or language ability.

There may be good reasons why a researcher will use observational methods rather than lottery methods, 

such as lack of access to a lottery situation or because they are studying a charter school programme’s 

impact after it has been introduced. Still, these methods are not considered fully-experimental because 

researchers have to deliberately create a counterfactual group to measure growth in test score achievement, 

which introduces the potential for the researcher to bias the findings, either intentionally or unintentionally, 

depending on the decisions he/she makes in designing the study. 

This means that observational studies have their share of weaknesses. The first method only samples those 

pupils who move from regular state schools to charter schools, or vice versa. Thus, this method may not 

capture all of the unobserved pupil characteristics that affected why their parents sent them to a different 

school.12 For example, if parents saw their child was not doing well at a regular state school, and they were 

successful in having their child admitted to a charter school, then the impact of the poor performing child 

might bias the charter school’s performance down.

In the case of the second method, which uses a matching method, it is prone to bias resulting from the 

degree of precision the researchers use in matching up charter school pupils with regular state school 

pupils. In short, matching methods may not capture unobserved differences among the sampled pupils.13 

Two students who have the same socio-economic status, the same marks, and the same ethnicity are still 
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not the same people. All sorts of factors—like the quality of their parental relationship—are important and 

difficult to measure.

Even given these weaknesses, both types of observational studies can still produce helpful findings because 

they can allow researchers to study larger samples of pupils and a broader range of schools over a period 

of time—so long as the sample of pupils and schools studied accurately resembles the entire population of 

pupils and schools. Thus, observational studies trade-off the accuracy to be found in lottery studies for the 

ability to make generalisations more easily.

No matter which method—lottery or observational—is used, high quality studies are characterised by their 

use of good background data on pupils’ achievement and traits such as ethnicity, income and educational 

background, as well as by their longer-term outlook, analysing impacts on pupil achievement over a period 

of time.14

As there has only been the opportunity to provide a basic survey of the various methods that have been used 

to measure charter schools’ impacts, interested readers are encouraged to read various papers that leading 

educational researchers and economists have published which explain in even more detail the strengths and 

weaknesses of different types of charter school research.15

How should the findings of research about charter schools’ impacts upon pupils’ 
achievement be read and interpreted?

Once one has identified high quality research, there is still the task of working out what the findings mean 

and how significant an impact (both positive and negative) schools have had on pupils’ achievement.

Studies of charter schools’ impacts on pupils’ achievement often report results in terms of effect sizes, 

quantified in units of standard deviations. An effect size measures the amount of variation between two 

groups—in this case, the difference in test scores between pupils’ attending charter schools and those in 

control groups attending regular state schools.16 It is common for effect sizes to be somewhere between 

0 and 1, with an effect size of 0 indicating no effect, and 1 standard deviation representing a very large 

effect. According to education Professor John Hattie, a 1 standard deviation increase in pupils’ achievement 

could be associated with “advancing children’s achievement by two to three years, or improving the rate of 

learning by 50 percent.”17

There is some disagreement about exactly how to distinguish between the impacts of different effect sizes 

below 1, however. Hattie has suggested that ±0.2 standard deviations could be categorised as small, ±0.4 as 

medium and ±0.6 as large, while statistician Jacob Cohen has described ±0.2 standard deviations as small, 

±0.5 as medium and ±0.8 as large.18 Some leading United States education researchers have considered an 

effect size of ±0.1 standard deviations as small, ±0.2 as medium and ±0.5 as large.19 In education studies, it 

is rare to find effect sizes much larger than those in any of these “medium” categories. If one were to find a 

large effect size, this might be reason to question the validity of the study’s findings.

While whether one thinks of a certain effect size as small, medium or large is open to dispute, this note 

accepts the definition used by some leading United States education researchers. Typically, effect sizes 

are quite small for charter schools, so the education researchers’ scale gives a finer indication of whether 

a charter school has a modest, medium or large-sized impact on pupils’ achievement. Even if research 

indicates very small positive effect sizes of 0.01 standard deviations, which are approximately the same as 

moving up only a few tenths of a percentile rank per year at school, they can still have a beneficial impact on 

pupils’ achievement, especially over time.20 

Often effect sizes are reported with a measure of significance, as well.21 These basically indicate how 

confident we can be that an effect exists and is not the result of random chance.
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Conclusion: How to read charter school research

The number of charter school studies which are better at determining causality has been increasing.22

Charter school research has still not yet reached definitive conclusions about charter schools’ impacts upon 

pupils’ achievement compared to their peers at regular state schools, as this is still an emerging research 

field, and it is notoriously difficult to assess. Readers of charter schools research ought to be aware of 

the limitations of the research and couch their judgement of charter schools’ effectiveness with respect to 

these limitations. We should pay heed to the findings of high quality studies, but still avoid making broad 

generalisations. By attending to the specifics and details in the research findings, we not only get a much 

better sense of whether charter schools have made a difference to pupils’ achievement, but we can also 

better determine what kind of charter schools and charter school policies are better or worse.
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